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Figure
e 1: The Lo
ocation of Sendai (o
original ima
age from D
Digipot)

Send
dai is the capital of Miyagi
M
Prefe
ecture and the largesst city in th
he Tohoku region,
which consists of Akita, A
Aomori, Fukushima, IIwate, Miyagi, and Ya
amagata
ectures. With a population of 1,073,242 ((as of Octo
ober 2014,) Sendai iss the
Prefe
eleve
enth largesst of 20 ord
dinance-de
esignated c
cities, exclu
uding Toky
yo. Sendai has a
humid subtropical (Cfa) climate
c
witth moderatte summerrs (comparred to Toky
yo)
and c
cold winters, althoug
gh to a lessser extent than Hokk
kaido.
Send
dai is relatively free from natura
al disasterss such as ffloods and typhoons;
howe
ever, the sshocking ea
arthquake and tsunami of 2011
1 hit the co
oastal parts of
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the city, causing severe damage.
The rent for office space is relatively low compared to other major cities. The
average price for 3.3 sqm in Sendai is JPY11709, as compared to JPY18400 in
Tokyo.
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Figure 2: The Climate of Sapporo from 1981 ‐ 2010 (source: time‐j.net)

Transportation:
Sendai has an international airport with direct flights from Seoul, Beijing,
Shanghai, Bangkok, Guam, and Honolulu. As for domestic flights, Sendai is
connected with major cities such as Sapporo, Fukuoka, Osaka, Nagoya,
Hiroshima, Komatsu, and Kobe. In 2013, the total number of passengers using
Sendai Airport was 2,989,000 (of which 175,000 were international travelers.)
Sendai has a Shinkansen (a bullet train by Japan Rail) terminal on the Tohoku
Line, which runs roughly 80 direct trains per day to, and 55 from, Tokyo. The
estimated travel time for this distance is between 90 – 120 minutes, and the cost
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is USD100. This makes the Shinkansen the preferred method of travel to and
from the Tokyo metropolitan area.
Unlike other metropolitan cities, Sendai does not have a private rail system. The
two rail companies there are Japan Rail (6 lines) and Sendai City Metro (2 lines),
both of which center their services around Sendai Station. In addition, four bus
companies operate throughout the city.

Seaports: Miyagi prefecture has 10 seaports, including Sendai Shiogama Port (a
Specially Designated Major Port) and Ishinomaki Port (a Major Port), which play
an important role in trading, manufacturing, food, and tourism industries.

Industrial structure
Sendai has a typical industrial structure.
Shiten Keizai (branch economy): Sendai is a typical Shiten Keizai toshi (a city
which is developed due to a concentration of branch offices of major companies.)
Strong distribution sector: In addition, Sendai has strong distribution (retail
and wholesale) and service sectors, employing more than 35% of the labor force
within the region. Stated from a different angle, the labor force allocation for first,
second and third industries is 4.8%, 14.6% and 81.2%, respectively.
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Figure 3: Peercentage of labor force b
by sector in 20
012 (original source: Econ
nomic Censuss)

However, this d
does not necessarily
n
mean therre is a lack
k of strong locallyhead
dquartered companie
es in Senda
ai. Here arre the nam
mes of some
e such
comp
panies:


Iris Ohyam
ma: a majjor manufa
acturer of d
daily comm
modities. The compan
ny’s
main product is plasttic containers, as fou
und in majo
or home go
oods store
es
throughou
ut the coun
ntry. The tturnover off the group
p in 2013 was
w JPY2.6
67
billion.



NEC Tokin
n: a manuffacturer off electronic
cs compone
ents. The turnover of
o the
company in 2013 wa
as JPY508 million.



Jellice: ha
J
as the top market
m
sha
are in edible gelatin. The comp
pany also a
applies
its technology to industrial use
es in the fie
elds of photography a
and mediciine.

Bus
siness attraction measures:
Efforrts to attract foreign businessess are made
e at a prefe
ectural leve
el:


Spe
ecial

Zones

for Rec
construction: this is part o
of the
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recovery plan for the area in the wake of the March 2011 earthquake.
The North Eastern region of Japan, including Miyagi, has been
designated as a special zone for reconstruction, offering tax breaks to
new businesses, as well as reduced regulations and procedures.
Target industries include the auto industry, clean energy, high tech
electronics, medical equipment/life science, aerospace, shipping, food,
lumber, and ICT.


New

business

ventures

outside

the

reconstruction

zone:

businesses building new manufacturing facilities outside the special
construction zone may qualify for tax exemption for three years.
At the municipal level
As a city, Sendai is the subject of an economic expansion plan lasting until 2017,
the goal of which is to spur expansion of the local economy around the Sendai
area. Statistical goals include:


Increasing the rate of entry of new businesses



Increasing the number of visitors to the area to 23 million (from 18
million in 2013)



Creating an additional 100,000 jobs



Increasing the sales of agricultural products to JPY100 million (from
JPY65.6 million in 2013)

The city is running 9 strategic projects to achieve these goals. Among them is
“Welcome! Sendai/Tohoku”, through which the city is trying to attract both
domestic and foreign businesses in order to stimulate wholesale, retail, and food
manufacturing industries.
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